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About This Game

"Those that do not fear history are condemned to relive it."

VEmpire - The Kings of Darkness is a vampire themed digital deck-building game, inspired by one of history's most influential
royal dynasties - the house of Habsburg.

And: It is an honest & complete product, 100% Pay2Win free!
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There are no microtransactions or payments within the game & there never will be!

VEmpire is a turn-based card game about building an empire that is stronger than your opponent’s!
To win: Knock down the empire-points of your opponent to zero before he does!

The player can choose to play against the AI, invite a friend for a casual game, or play a match against a server-selected
opponent.

Save & Load AI-games whenever you want to train yourself!

VEmpire is a deck-building game like Dominion or Ascension, just to name two popular games of this genre.
It provides innovative mechanics and an exciting, atmospheric theme that is about the resurgence of the Habsburg rulers as

terrific vampires!

VEmpire includes more than 100 unique cards with amazing artwork in four factions!
All cards (vampires, locations, artefacts & spells) are drawn based on real historical characters, famous ancient buildings and

gory battles!

DESTROY YOUR OPPONENT
It is the goal of the game to destroy the Empire of your opponent.
Look out for Attack-Cards to build up your dark army, but do not forget to protect & strengthen your own Empire of
blood!

SELECT YOUR KING
Decide the king & faction you want to battle with. Depending on this choice you get your start-deck and your private-
deck in the Market-Place to acquire cards from.

COLLECT GROUPS
You collect and play Groups, the most powerful entities in the game, which are designed after its historical examples
(e.g. Pairs like ‘Sisi’ & ‘Franz Joseph’). They count twice if they are completed in your Empire!

HOLD CARDS
Location-Cards not only provide you with permanent guldens every turn but also with 'hands', which means holding-
ability, this gives you more strategic flexibility and control!

PLAY POWER-CARDS
Play Power-Cards for fast and surprising play!
Depending on your chosen king & faction there are different types of Power-Cards available for you at the Market-
Place.
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ACQUIRE OR ATTACK, ACQUIRE OR EMPIRE
Attack-Cards can be played for acquiring new cards or they can… you guess right: ATTACK!
Empire-Cards can be played for acquiring new cards or they can be played into your Empire to increase your empire-
points.

PLAY SPELLS
Use offensive or defensive Spell-Cards, depending on your strategy and all for one goal:
knock down your opponent!

HOW TO WIN

In VEmpire it is the goal to destroy your opponent by pushing his Empire-Points to zero!

Buy Attack-Cards at the Market-Place to build up your army.
Buy Empire-Cards at the Market-Place to protect and strengthen your Empire.

But: Once played into your Empire, the cards stay there, they are lost for buying!

GAME START

The game starts with the flip of a dime.
The winner will choose its King of Darkness first and play first!
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The opponent will therefore select his King from the remaining ones.
Each player starts with a start-deck of 10 cards: The chosen King and 9 Mercenaries!

THE MARKET-PLACE

You could buy new and better cards from the Market-Place with the gulden-values from your cards by playing them from your
Hand for 'Spend'.

As the game starts, the Market-Place is built out of the cards from both selected factions.
The two leftmost cards are your private-deck and consists of attack- & empire-cards which are under the spell of your selected

king, therefore only you can acquire those cards!
The two rightmost cards are the private-deck of your opponent. Only he can buy those cards.

However with spell-cards you can banish cards also from your opponent’s private cards.

The three cards in the middle of the Market-Place are available to both players, those are the location- & spell-cards from both
factions.

This means that each king-duel combination provides a fresh and unique collection of cards, which offers different tactical and
strategic challenges and possibilities in every game.

At the beginning of the game and at the end of every turn both players draw 5 cards from their Deck. In the very first round the
player in second place draws 6 cards!

If your newly drawn Hand does not have enough guldens to buy a card, you can recruit additional Mercenaries in order to be
able to buy the cheapest or even the most expensive card from the Market-Place.
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Be aware of the Mercenary-Limit. At the beginning of the game you can only “Empire” one Mercenary per turn.
A completed group however increases this limit by one!

Before the cards for the next turn are being drawn from the player’s Deck, all played cards (except the “held” ones) go back into
the players Discard-Pile.

This means that played cards will stay in the game and will appear again later because if the Deck is empty the Discard-Pile will
be shuffled and becomes the new Deck.

This is not true for cards which were played into the Empire or cards which have gone into the Graveyard!

During your turn, you can:

Attack your opponent from your Hand with attack-cards

Play cards from your Hand for acquiring new cards from the Market-Place

Play cards from your Hand into your Empire to increase your power

Play location-cards from your Hand into your Empire for permanent guldens and holding-ability

Play spell-cards from your Hand for immediate effects

Play power-cards and surprise your opponent

Hold cards until the next turn

HISTORY & DARK TIME-TRAVELERS

All cards in the game belong to one of four specific factions.
This means that every card is under the powerful spell of one King of Darkness.

A King controls the affiliates of his specific time-period, meaning just he can acquire them!

But you guess very right, the mighty habsburg rulers are just bound to their king – by no means are they bound to a specific time
– they could be seen as dark & ancient travelers of time, appearing all at the same time – again, but bloodier then ever…

At the beginning of the game the player can select his king resp. his faction!
Therefore, both players have their own private-deck available for acquiring at the Market-Place exclusively.

But you can use the spell-cards from both factions and this brings great freshness and new challenges into every game!
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They have been known throughout the centuries as the lords and ladies of Habsburg. European high-born.
Influencers of men, manipulating the very fabric of human society across the four corners of the Earth.

Sometimes for the good, sometimes for the detriment… always to their own ends.
In time, as man and the world evolved, their dynasty, like all dynasties before it, dwindled as the last

vermillion rays of the setting sun.
But even as the lords of Habsburg seceded power in the early 20th century and slipped into a slumber far

removed from the public eye, their name and influence remained.
A peculiar, unrelenting resilience.

One that’s led me to my exhaustive studies for over twenty years academic pursuit which reveals a terrifying truth…
The lords of Habsburg are immortal.

Nonhuman stewards of the secret of blood-the knowledge of its memory and power, and the dark magic to wield it.
They are creatures of the night

Nosferatu.
Izcacus.
Vampyr.

And their sleep is over.
Four lords of Habsburg have returned from the grave, intent on rebuilding their once great empire.
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By sheer luck, or perhaps divine will, they return in disaccord.
Recalling the power from four distinct eras of history, each lord seeks to rebuild the empire in their own image.

They beckon forth kin of old to sit beside them, and use blood secrets from battles and events of days remembered.
I fear they will stop at nothing to attain their desires.

With God’s grace, they will destroy themselves in the process.
If not, I pray the world will believe my journals and witness the truth behind…

VEmpire: The Kings Of Darkness.

– Jakob, The Chronicler ‘3 October

The history of the Hapsburg dynasty is the inspiration for our extraordinary theme.
Our artists did an amazing job in turning mighty rulers into terrific vampires. Our cards are subtle interpretations

of historical characters, places and events.

We love to look at VEmpire as an atmospheric blend of game-mechanics, artwork, story and music.
Hopefully you will enjoy this experience as much as we do!
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Title: VEmpire - The Kings of Darkness
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Wolfgang Lueger
Publisher:
Vempire Entertainment
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 & 10

Processor: 2.2GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1Gb VRAM

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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vampire - the kings of darkness. vampire the kings of darkness review

Beautiful colors, good ambientation, reminds me a lot of games from my childhood. I am playing it with the keybord and works
well for me.
. 10\/10, price is a bit high but its a low budget HeatSignature (the game Tom Francis is working on, i recommend you check it
out as well)

anyway, like SPAZ (NUMBER 1, NOT 2, ugh 2 is ... not my bag, Really weird SPAZ 2 that is.) it offers frree space
exploration, and choice to do what you would like in a free roam environment.

Pros:
1. GTA 2 like gameplay in the dark future
2. Space exploration
3. free roam narrative (although lacking)

Cons:
1. barely any story
2. price....9.99? for this? cmon. (that seems to be a bad trend among indie developers, but I'm sure Valve recommended the
price.. surely)
3. not enough tutorial, not enough guidance, and there really needs to be a better sector map in these kinds of games.

10\/10 because we dont have enough games like it, wish SPAZ 1 would have more games.

EDIT: games is still good. but man does it still need love. The concept is solid as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. We really need
more games like this. I swear Im addicted to SPAZ 1 type games.....
if you like this game check out games like CRYPTARK, Space Pirates and Zombies.. I could fell my increasing hearthrate
when I was reading battle scenes. THIS PIECE OF\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665WONT EVEN RESPOND TO ITS
OWN COMMANDS TO START THE GAME.... CANT EVEN PLAY THIS GARBAGE... DONT BUY!!!!. So i would give
this game a 3.5 of 5. But the Dev. could easy to get that score up.
Game play itself ws fun, I got to the third scene before I turned it off.
Puzzles are engaging, and took a bit of thinking to get through.

Here are my Criticisms. All of which could probably be fixed easily.
1) If I dropped a paper on the ground, I could not pick it up. There are alot of sketched pages all around, but If I picked one up,
and mistakenly dropped it, it was essentially out of play.

2) Locomotion. There are two different common ways to move around in VR, one is to walk around using the pad to manually
walk, the other is to teleport. My game kept switching between the two. It was quite annoying, as the walking around kept
moving without me wanting too. It was like, make up your freaking mind already, how am I to move!

3) Which brings us to the next thing, I could not figure out how to open a menu. Give me a menu with a few settings, like
movement, maybe volume, or music.

4) Lastly, How the game starts up. when you hit Launch, you jump right into gameplay. Can I have a start menu? I don't usually
start a game from VRHome, I start it from my desktop, especially when I'm streaming, i want to make sure everything is
working, and OBS is picking up the game properly. Give me a starting Splash page where I can hit Go. I'm not sure yet if my
game was saved or not, so here is an opportunity to have, Load Saved Game, or Start a New Game. maybe a settings menu for
movement, and sounds.

Alright, well I'll be playing again, as I haven't beaten it yet. If i have more to add I will.
. A really solid game, tutorial is really good. You have to go to audio options and turn THE ♥♥♥♥ING ANNOUNCER DOWN
TO 0% volume.

Had difficulty getting all my clan-team-mates on same team.
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SOLID hover-tank-violent-football-oddity of a game thats really good actually.. OK - I made it through about 1\/3 of this game
and really wanted to like it. However I just got bored. Its clearly a homage to the Might and Magic Series (similar ideas to
World of Xeen) however you are better off just playing that series rather than this game. There is no animation, no voice, very
few NPCs - the world is pretty bland and lifeless. I understand that its the product of a small shop however it didn't capture my
interest. You pretty much use the same battle tactics over and over while progressing through a pretty shallow story grinding
away through levels. Playing this actually inspired me to go back to an old Might and Magic Game for another playthrough. The
quality of those games still shines today. My advice - if you want a grid based crawler like this game, just go play the best
(Might and Magic games). GOG has them running nicely on modern machines.. dat rebeca nurse...

i came twice. This is the best Creeper World game ever made. It is worth it at any price, but especially worth it now if you buy it
during the Steam Winter Sale as you can get it the Anniversary Edition discount price or as part of the KnuckleCracker bundle.
It has nothing in common with CW2, but if you've played CW3 you will recognize all the units instantly. You can get through
the campaign in a long weekend; it has 20 maps. However, where this game shines is the replayability function-- every single
day-- every single day has a new map. And you can go back and play old maps regardless of when you buy it, so if you want to
play the map for July 4th, 1976, that's in here somewhere. And you post your best time online to compare/compete with the best
times of others.

Gameplay:
For those who has never played Creeper World, it's basically a Tower Offense game. In every map you have a base called Odin
City, and you have to build outward from there. Instead of random monsters, the bad guy is watery, ocean-like 'Creeper' that
keeps rising; you have mortars and drones to beat it back. However, they cost energy and so you will also spend a great deal of
time building energy farms and reactors, all of which always have to connect back to Odin City.

The game is fun, exciting, and highly addictive. Plus it's got a new visual upgrade for Steam so it looks far nicer than the
original version. Well worth getting!. A nice game, but it's been abandoned by the developers. What you see is what you get.
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If Super Mario 3 and Braid had a baby, this game would be it LOL....Dodge the madbro clouds of firey doom, jump over the
buzz saws of death, and flying\/gliding through death traps...this game is pretty cool. ( ps - don't fall in the lava XD ).
Zonderland. Where to start...

This is a very odd collection of music. Very good, don't get me wrong, but more on that in a moment. Zonderland brings a style
to the table you won't quite find in any other DLC music on steam. It manages to feel sci-fi without being alien to typical JRPG
games. It takes a little head work to decide how to use this music well, but I assure you, if your good at setting scenes and need
some music a little ways off the beaten path without feeling inconsistant, then I would try this DLC.

Now what I love about this is it's style. There is a lot to love, even if it's a little wierd to use correctly. And by wierd, I mean that
you really don't want to reuse tracks, they're very signature feeling, and feel as though they in turn require a signature moment
or place to be done justice.

What else I love, almost as much as the tracks themselves, is how well the artist looped them. They are one of the most artfully
looped tracks I've downloaded (And I've gotten at least half the DLC music offered in steam's store.) You just can't tell when it
loops back around.

Even if this music is hard to place sometimes, I can't really say it's a bad thing. So much of the music offered on Steam is more
of the same, this set of tracks steps away from all of that and as such made it a necessity for my own project.

5\/5 stars to the artist and this wonderful set of unusual tracks.. Awesome super fun title with a bunch of mini games proving
that big budget doesnt equal big fun, its creativity that count. Like warioware the game flips to diff little games only with epic
tunes to rock your box. This is the fine art of gaming companies spend millions to achieve, its entertaining, fun, simple, and it
works!

(As per the time of this posting the game does not install the audio files needed to work.)
No Audio Fix:
1. Go to: steam\/steamapps\/common\/POPME1
2. Copy OpenAL32.dll into base game dir
If you need the file OpenAL32.dll get it from the Bit.Trip.Runner dir or any other game with it and just copy it in.

Rating: 10\/10 Value: $9.99. decent.. too bad math exists and in the second game its $10 because 5x2=$10. Grammar is
sometimes inaccurate, but otherwise, it is a very fun game to play. I like the addition of a choice for the upgrade that has been
added.. The funkiest, freshest game made yet

8.5\/10. This game is... UNBELIEVABLE! I went into this game with decent expectations after i saw a few videos, and i have to
say it meant the expectations easily. I think this game is out-of-this-world for the price that i got it for, 59 cents. Thats
incredible. If you can get it for under a dollar, then do so. Its amazing. Heres a small list of pros and cons:

+You get a all of the weapons at the start
+the weapons are unique and fun to mess around with
+the plain white art design is really cool to me, i personally love white
+The color detection of the enemies is a really nice idea
+i played this game for over an hour, i think that justifies 59 cents

+IT HAS EXPLODING RABBITS

-it has a wierd grainy texture\/filter applied on it
-It has a wierd blur effect
-the AI dosnt seem to change according to level
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- the detection of the AI seems inconsistent
-theres no multiplayer

Overall I rate this a 9\/10, solid. Make sure to pick this up if u can!
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